In the title compound, [Tb(C 10 8 ], both metal atoms are eight-coordinated. The Tb III ion displays a dodecahedral geometry, while the W v ion exhibits a distorted square-antiprismatic geometry. The Tb atoms are located on a special position of site symmetry 4, whereas the W atoms are located on a twofold rotation axis. The cations are linked by O-HÁ Á ÁO hydrogen bonds. The title compound is isotypic with the corresponding and previously described Mo compound [Qian & Yuan (2011) . Acta Cryst. E67, m845].
Related literature
For general background to octacyanometallate-based compounds, see: Sieklucka et al. (2011); Zhou et al. (2010) . For related structures, see: Qian & Yuan (2011) . For the preparation of the title compound, see: Bok et al. (1975) .
Experimental
Crystal data [Tb(C 10 Table 1 Hydrogen-bond geometry (Å , ). et al., 1975) . After two weeks, yellow block crystals were obtained.
Refinement
All non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic thermal parameters. The H atoms of 4,4′-bpdo ligands were calculated at idealized positions with C-H = 0.93 Å and included in the refinement in a riding mode with U(H) set to 1.2 U eq (C). The H atoms bound to oxygen atom from coordinated water molecule were located from difference maps and refined as riding with O-H = 0.85 Å and U(H) set to 1.2U eq (O).
Computing details
Data collection: SMART ( 
Tetraaquatetrakis(4,4′-bipyridine dioxide-κO)terbium(III) octacyanidotungstate(V)
Crystal data 0.0184 (7) 0.0235 (7) 0.0217 (7) 0.0167 (7) 0.0188 (8) 0.0133 (7) 0.0048 (6) −0.0001 (6) 0.0008 (6) C10 0.0202 (9) 0.0163 (9) 0.0169 (9) 0.0004 (7) 0.0037 (7) 0.0008 (7) C9 0.0164 (9) 0.0180 (9) 0.0170 (9) 0.0005 (7) 0.0027 (7) −0.0013 (7)
Geometric parameters (Å, º) 
